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SIM NEWS
FEATURE

“Can Falling Techniques Help Prevent Injuries?”
By Bob Button

I was recently asked for advice regarding implementing training on techniques to reduce injury if employees trip or slip on
the job. This is a very interesting question since I spent years practicing falling and rolling techniques as part of the martial
arts (specifically Aikido and Jujitsu) and also as part of mountaineering.
Although I believe in the value of falling techniques in martial arts, law enforcement and mountaineering, I have some
concerns about teaching falling techniques to prevent injury in the workplace.
1. Falling techniques taught in martial arts and other sports do not prevent falls. These techniques:
a. Modify falling trajectory
b. Teach specific postures that minimize direct impact to the skull, spine, arm joints (wrist, elbows and
shoulders), and leg joints (knee and hip)
c. Teach rolling and slapping moves that maximize the surface area of impact to disperse the force rather
than concentrate the force on a small area of the body
2. Bruises and minor soft tissue strains are very common during the practice of falling techniques in the dojo and on
the mountain: even when the trainees are young and athletic.
3. In the USA, this kind of instruction is usually preceded by requiring each prospective participant to:
a. Read a statement that specifies the risks of injury
b. Sign a legal waiver stating the instructors and the business are not liable for the costs of medical care or
disability should an injury occur
On the other hand, it is my experience that stepping and postural techniques to prevent slips and trips can be taught with
less risk of injury than falling techniques. And stepping techniques can reduce the risk of falling for people of all ages who
are able to stand up, walk, and sit down independently.
Specific training that can help prevent slips and trips include:
1) How to side-step over and under obstacles
2) How to side-step down slopes
3) How to descend stairs using three points of contact and Lifeline
Grip techniques
4) How to stand up from a chair or couch using three points of
contact and Same Side Hand and Foot™
5) How to exit a car seat using four points of contact and Same Side
Hand and Foot™
6) How to step out of a bath or shower using three points of
contact and side-stepping
If you are interested in learning more about the above techniques please
feel free to email or call me. Alternatively, you can contact your SIM Consultant.
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“Tell Them What You Told Them With Emphasis”
By Adam Caniparoli

A feature of Safety In Motion® that sets us apart is the ability to provide content that applies directly to our customers’ lines
of business. Most of our materials are completely customizable so that employees understand the impact SIM can make on
their lives. More personalization leads to better engagement and comprehension.
One way we do this is through SIM-tivities. A SIM-tivity™ is a shorter Safety In Motion® presentation that can be used to
focus on specific techniques or options. These materials are designed to be used after employees have already experienced
the full Safety In Motion® presentations. Additionally, any employee who has experienced Safety In Motion® can lead the
discussions. No trainer certification is needed.
SIM-tivities can be inserted at the beginning of regularly scheduled safety meetings, or any other shorter amount of time
that you might have available. We have now introduced 17 SIM-tivity™ templates, each of which describes one Safety In
Motion® Option. In just 5-10 minutes, any SIM Advisor or Facilitator can create a SIM-tivity™ from the template, customize
it with their photos and be ready to present or share it with their co-workers. They can also be translated into Spanish!
These SIM-tivity™ templates are available in your “My Files” under the SIM-tivities section and you can start using them
immediately. Feel free to reach out to your SIM Consultant for assistance. Happy SIM-tivity™ building!
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“Four Questions for CyrusOne’s Kyle Myers”
By Rich Blaho

Earlier this month, I conducted an interview with Kyle Myers, the Director of Safety & Risk for CyrusOne, Inc. based out of
Dallas, Texas. CyrusOne, Inc. is a real estate investment trust that invests in carrier-neutral data centers and provides
colocation and peering services. As of December 31, 2017, the company owned 45 operating data center facilities in 12
markets, including 10 markets in the United States, as well as London and Singapore.
Before joining CyrusOne, Kyle previously led Safety In Motion® (SIM) implementations with the Dr.
Pepper Snapple Group (DPSG) and Dean Foods.
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Blaho: When you decided to implement Safety In Motion® with DPSG, how was SIM different
from other product offerings you encountered from companies that focused on reducing soft
tissue injuries?
Myers: It was extremely unique compared to what I saw other companies offer. I felt Safety In Motion® provided a holistic
solution to reducing soft tissue injuries as opposed to just purchasing a training package or buying consulting services. It
provided us expertise that we didn’t have in-house. Also, it was a full solution for us that was easy to deploy, and SIM did
most of the heavy lifting.
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Blaho: I’m sure that you learned many things with your first Safety In Motion® implementation with DPSG. What changes
did you make when rolling out SIM with Dean Foods and CyrusOne?
Myers: There were several lessons learned with DPS. The first being that your upper management has to champion the
process long-term, and you need them involved from the beginning of the implementation. When everyone in the
organization understands that you’re trying to create a sustainable process versus another “Flavor of the Month” program,
then you are more likely to get the long-term results you desire.
I also learned that when you’re dealing with a large company that has a 20 to 40 percent turnover rate you need to have a
deep bench of SIM trainers that are well respected by their peers.
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Blaho: What do you like the most about being a SIM Trainer?
Myers: Over the last 21 years as a safety professional, I’ve trained on over a hundred different topics. Safety In Motion® has
been the only class I have ever taught where I’ve always received some sort of success feedback at the end of my training.
Employees really enjoy the physical demonstrations and how the Safety In Motion® content relates to their daily activities.
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Blaho: How has Safety In Motion® helped you the most at home?
Myers: I’m a very active person away from work, both athletically and around the house. When doing yard work, especially
pruning rose bushes, I’ve learned that relaxing my index finger when squeezing yard tools has reduced much of the pain and
discomfort I used to feel in my hands the following day. The other technique I use often is lifting, particularly for my kids. It
has made that task, which we all have done, both easier and safer.
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“Benefits of the Toe To Heel Re-energizer™”
By Shane Connors

Through the Safety In Motion® library of re-energizers, many have learned how the Toe to Heel Re-energizer™ helps pump
lymph fluid to prevent it from pooling in the lower extremities, thereby reducing swelling of the feet and lower legs. What
you might not know are the added benefits of the Toe to Heel Reenergizer™.
In addition to aiding with the circulation of lymph fluid, the Toe to Heel Re-energizer™ has a number of other beneficial
affects. One of which is increased blood circulation. When we sit or stand in one position for long periods of time, blood
circulation can also be compromised. This can lead to even more swelling, discomfort and fatigue in muscles. Over time
this decreased blood circulation can contribute to or aggravate conditions such as varicose veins or even deep vein
thrombosis (blood clotting in the leg), which results in soreness and calf swelling. In some cases this may lead to pulmonary
embolus if the clot breaks loose and travels to the lungs.
The Toe to Heel Re-energizer™, performed standing or sitting, can help improve the blood circulation and circulation of
lymph fluid to aid in alleviating or reducing the likelihood of these conditions from developing. So next time you are sitting
for long periods of time, working or traveling, or even if you are standing in a stationary position for long periods, try using
the Toe to Heel Re-energizer™ to relieve fatigue, increase circulation, and work or travel more comfortably.

STEP 1:
Start by lifting the toes (leaving your heels on the
ground) to engage the muscles on the front of the
legs. Hold for only a couple of seconds.

STEP 2:
Next, lower the toes to the ground and lift your
heel(s) to engage or flex the calf muscle(s) on the
back of the leg. Repeat through 4 or 5 repetitions.

Further information:
~https://www.bodyandsoul.com.au/mind-body/wellbeing/ask-a-gp-can-your-desk-job-give-you-a-dvt/newsstory/3a8a442a14169cecfd3ae87900b939eb
~https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/healthlibrary/conditions/cardiovascular_diseases/varicose_veins_85,p08259
~https://medlineplus.gov/ency/article/000132.htm
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Improving Your Stressed-Better® Photos
By Dan Schissler

We know that taking Stressed-Better® photos can feel like a challenge sometimes. Whether you are simply staging a photo
or going out to observe employees as they work, there are many things to consider when creating an ideal Stressed-Better®
photo pair. So what do we mean by an ideal Stressed-Better® Photo pair? Simply put, when your employees see your
photo pair side by side, in a presentation or in a poster, they can clearly see how using Safety In Motion® can reduce stress
and make a person feel better at the end of the day.

1.) Is the task being captured relevant?
The first item to consider is the task itself. Can your employees relate to the task being done? Is this a common activity
that people are familiar with? The best example(s) of using Safety In Motion® is just that: everyday tasks. Your employees
will immediately recognize what they see and will likely be thinking about how they perform that very same task.
2.) Spacing is important
Next item to remember is that we want the talent, the associate in the photo, to be the centerpiece of the photo. They
should take up at least 60% of the photo, thus allowing others to really see the body position in both the stressed photo and
the change that was made in the better photo.
3.) Physically show your model the desired posture for both photos
In addition, to help get your associates in the proper body position for each photo, it is best for you (the advisor/facilitator)
to mime each position. As you have learned in the past, people are better at following visual instructions rather than trying
to talk a person into specific body positions. Plus, when you are miming the positions you can have them follow along with
you and this makes for a fantastic teachable moment on how SIM applies to them!
4.) Tripods make a big difference
Now that your associate knows the positions you want, its time to take the photo. When taking your photo pair, remember
the only change we want people to see is the change in body position. The human eye excels at finding the differences
between two images. So, if there are many
differences between the two photo pairs, our eyes
can get overwhelmed and we can miss out on
what is most important in the photo. The best
tool to help with this is a simple tripod or stand.
This will allow you to set up the camera exactly
how you want it, with the associate exactly where
you need them. Now, when the associate changes
to the better position, your camera has not
moved, and the only change between the photos
is the body position of your associate.
Try these tips next time you want to capture
additional Stressed-Better® photo pairs for your company. Don’t forget, taking good photo pairs is a skill, and like all skills it
takes practice! When you have time, go out and practice taking some photo pairs. You’ll be surprised how quickly you can
build up your new skill.
Be on the lookout for additional tips and information in our next newsletter. You can find even more information (including
photo examples) about taking quality Stressed-Better® photos on your dashboard.

Social Media: Don't forget to follow us!
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